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1. Computing environment

Our main computer system used for data analysis is VMS cluster consisting of two
VAXstation machines: VAXstation 3100/76 and VAXstation 4000/90. For simpler
calculations, mail or document preparation, many users prefer IBM PC compatible
computers. PC computers are also used in data acquisition systems in which PC
computer is connected to CAMAC crate by dedicated industrial controller and
interface. Fast PC computers (i3 86/40 MHz or better processor) with SVGA graphic
adapter can emulate X-terminals running DEC dwdos386 program. From slower PC
computers users can connect to workstations using various terminal emulators: kermit,
sethost, NCSA telnet. Both VAXstations work as file servers for all PC computers,
together with our Novell file server. All together we use two VAXstations and about
20 i386 or better PC computers.

Most of analysis and calculation jobs run on newer VAXstation 4000/90 that is
significantly faster then the other one. Last year we increased disk space available for
user data connecting to this computer two 4 GByte Seagate disk drives (previously
available space was about 1 GB only). The computer RAM size was increased from
16 to 32 MBytes and a second Exabyte 8S0S streamer was connected. Current
VAXcluster configuration works satisfactory with four to five X-terminals and in our
practice unlimited number of alphanumeric connections.

All PC software and many user files are kept on disks of our Novell file server.
Last year we have replaced old disks in this server with modern, faster 1.6 GB disk. In
two of our PC computers we replaced old Intel i386 processors by i486 100 MHz
processors and graphic cards by new modern and fast PCI ones.

In the mid of 1995 Warsaw University and DEC representative have signed DEC
campus agreement. We bought campus licence for VAXstation 4000/90 and installed
new DEC software on it. A number of public domain programs have been installed,
with most important for us ghostscript that we use to display and print postscript files.
For TeX users new version of LaTeX2e was installed on VAX and PC computers.

We were continuously working on our network and DOS environment. As a result
some programs were written or improved. Because they may be useful for others, we
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have placed aU programs described below on our ftp ierver zfjjit-gate.fijw.edu.pl1.
Source code of random number generator described in the following contribution is
also available on this server.

2. Networking environment

Errors reported on some computers by software used for communication between
PC computers and VAXstations forced us to put some effort in analysing k. We found
that the source of errors was some bug HI lowest level of communication software, the
manufacturer supplied NDIS ethernet driver for Gateway network interface card. The
driver was disassembled and analysed in detail. Several bugs were fixed and finally we
obtained driver working without any errors. As an important result the DWDOS386
X-terminal emulator program that is loaded from network drive starts five times faster
then before and works smoothly (previously timeouts caused by network errors
resulted in five second pauses during which program was "frozen").

During our work we have created some utilities to get more information on
network errors and load. Boot prom code used on diskless PC computers has been
improved - currently used code automatically recognises interface model and hardware
configuration. Error in software reset code have been fixed eliminating the need of
switching power on and off, which was sometimes necessary before. Program enabling
users to select boot configuration was written to reduce amount of PC memory needed
to load boot drive image.

Other kind of network errors, reported by VAX computers, was an increasing
number of erroneous ethernet packets. We found that some of those erroneous packets
were coming from other ethernet segments. It was possible, because our segment of
ethernet network was connected to some other ones only by repeaters, devices that
forwards all packets or even electronic noise. We decided to separate our part of
network using low cost ethernet bridge2 - a PC/AT computer with two ethernet
interfaces, running one of public domain programs.

Software candidates were two public domain programs: PCBRIDGE written by
Vance Morrison and YAPCBR (Yet Another PC BRidge) written by Nitia Kaulavkar.
The first one was written in assembly language, the second one in C. They both uses
public domain ethernet packet drivers (originally proposed by FTP Software, later
known as Clarkson packet drivers, currently as Crynwr drivers) that are available in
source code.

First measurements showed 10-20% better efficiency of PCBRIDGE, but C code
of YAPCBR was much easier to maintain. We tried improve it, and first tittle change

^iles can be accessed in any of two ways: ftp to zfja-gatc.fow.edu.pl, login at anonymous with
own e-mail address as password, cd dirnarae; or send e-mail matt to Ustserv@7fja-gate.few.edu.pl
containing line like "DIR dirname" (to see what files are there) or "GET dkname/*.*" (to Deceive
files).

2Ethernet bridge is a device that can communicate simultaneously with two or more
separated ethernet segments. Since each ethernet packet contains source and dfffimtfKm address
bridge can learn, from source addresses, which computer belongs to which part of network. Then from
destination address bridge knows if it is necessary to send packet to some other part of network
(packed send by any station in a segment can be received by all stations ia this segment). Only
properly received packets can be forwarded.
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resulted in getting better efficiency than PCBRIDGE has. We made some other
changes such as replacing DOS I/O by lower level calls. It was necessary to introduce
new functions to packet driver: very important for bridge efficiency function that
enables to check packet header without transferring all data to the computer RAM was
missing. All the changes made YAPCBR about twice faster than PCBRIDGE

We also added monitoring functions: displaying actual bridge idle time and average
forwarding delay.

Setting up a bridge did not result in full error elimination, so we continued the
investigation of our local network. A simple and no expense Time-Domain
Reflectometer was designed and build with the help of NDP electronics stuff. It was
efficient enough to enable us to locate and replace few defective connectors and parts
of the ethernet cable. All these changes have significantly decreased the error rate,
from hundreds or even thousands of errors reported every day to single error reported
in two-three days.

Setting up a bridge resulted also in decreasing traffic in our ethernet segment to
about half of previous value.

3. DOS utilities.

New VDIR utility program was written to help users to manage continuously
increasing number of files. It adds some functions not available in DOS dir command:

- environment variables can be used in place of disk letters
- file selection by creation date can be done using /before and /after switches
- asterisk wildcard "*" may be used in any place in file name specification
- files can be excluded from listing using /exclude switch
- list of files separated by commas can be used instead of single file specification,

also after /exclude switch
- user defined cluster size or disk cluster size can be used as file length unit
- only total space allocation in directory or even only grand total for directory and

all subdirectories can be reported
- command line input (file specification, switches) can be read from a file
User interface of VDIR program should be similar to VMS users because not only

switches but also time specifications are almost the same as for VMS directory
command. All switches can be abbreviated as far as they remain unique. Environment
variables can be used in similar way as the VMS logical names.

SHRCMPT utility can compare all files (including hidden and system ones) from a
directory tree against another tree. It opens files using shared access that limits
probability of access conflict with other programs. Program continuously reports
currently compared files' names, but scrolls screen only in case of finding differences
and changing directories. Reports can also be generated.

Still the greatest disadvantage for DOS users is PC 16-bit architecture with 640 KB
"conventional memory" limit. Memory managers as EMM386 or QEMM386 can
remap memory adding 96 KB at system startup time. Unfortunately it's not possible to
use graphic programs in such memory configuration, because 64KB of RAM above
640KB is reserved for graphic memory, and the only method of remaping memory is
restarting computer in other configuration. EXTRAMEM utility enables user
dynamically change memory configuration both with EMM and QEMM memory



managers but only when at system startup time additional 96KB is added. User is
responsible for setting memory limit down before using any graphic program.

Other utility that can make some more conventional memory available to user
program is SHARE2HM, which can move SHARE DOS program to available part of
"high memory" (the 64KB above 1MB).

4. Protected Mode programming - documentation.

The aim was to make relatively easy writing and debugging Protected Mode (PM)
programs on PC. Running programs in PM allows them to access full memory range
of i386 processor, up to 4GB - standard DOS programs running Real Mode can access
1024+64 kB of address space only. It was particularly important for some programs
used in our laboratory, as data acquisition system which needs megabytes of memory
for spectra storage. Notes on Protected Mode Programming, simple examples of PM
programming together with PM tutorial were combine together. The documentation
was found to be very useful by participants of pl.comp.programing news group.


